
MINUTES OF MEETING

Agenda: To understand the impact of the pandemic on school learning

The session was for 17 minutes and was conducted by Sarah Hanson.

Members Present:
Sarah Hanson
Justin Reich

Meeting Platform:
Talk Show Podcast

Discussion Points:
1. Sarah Hanson welcomes the listeners to a special episode of Chalk Radio, a

podcast about inspired teaching at MIT.
2. The lead speaker was Justin Reich, assistant professor in Comparative Media

Studies
3. Justin runs the Teaching Systems Lab, which was founded with the mission of

designing, implementing, and researching the future of teacher learning.
4. Due to the pandemic breakout, the bulk of the teaching is to provide guidance to

school and school leaders about what remote learning looks like.
5. Sara asks that if schools and teachers have no idea what distance learning is all

about, how and where do they start.
6. Justin suggests that they keep it simple, help each other out, coordinate between

teachers, administrators, and students
7. Sara asks the difference between synchronous and asynchronous learning to

which Justin replies that synchronous learning is not going to work and hence
asynchronous learning should be adopted by learners and schools. Reich
discusses the need for teachers to use a balance between asynchronous materials
and synchronous check-ins.

8. Justin states that no survey was done before the pandemic on how well the
families were equipped to support remote learning

9. Justin also adds that learning who requires the most help and reaching out to
them would be a great start.

10. Justin mentioned that we need to be strategic about what we want our students
to learn - for e.g., the literature syllabus could be strategically reduced so as we
have more time for multiple regression.

11. Justin quotes his colleague “the number one thing that education has to reduce in
quality is a school” and we have already lost schools and no mechanism can
rapidly make up for it.

12. Justin mentioned that people define a good job by who can do things more
quickly which does not add up to be true

13.Sarah states that we as students, families, and teachers should adapt to these
new changes to which Justin emphasizes that parents and teachers should not try
to create a school at home.



14. Justin adds that this is a great time for people to go back to traditional learning
as in cook, bake, sew, repair snow machines, and strengthening their family
values.

15.Reich states that it’s totally normal to struggle during a pandemic but he
reassures teachers and parents that effective education at home may look
different from effective in-school education—we simply need to recognize and
cultivate the kinds of learning that can happen best under these extraordinary
circumstances.

16.Sarah shared Justin’s WBUR On-point interview and mentioned that the link is
available on ShowNotes. Sarah then added that a couple of podcasts in the recent
past have been about coping with teaching and learning during the pandemic.

Call to action:

Sarah requested people to support the work of MIT OpenCourse by
1. Listening to the podcast
2. Sharing it with friends
3. Sharing the OCW website with colleagues
4. Sharing feedback as to how people used OCW materials
5. To fund their work, visit the website to send a gift.

The meeting was concluded by Sarah.


